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Abstract. This work introduces a scalable topological data structure for manifold triangular meshes called
Compact Half–Edge (CHE). It provides a high degree of scalability, since it is able to optimize the memory
consumption / execution time ratio for different applications and data by using features of its different levels. An
object–oriented API using class inheritance and virtual instantiation enables a unique interface for each function at
any level. CHE requires very few memory, is simple to implement and easy to use, since it substitutes pointers by
container of integers and basic bitwise rules.
Keywords: Geometric Modeling. Data Structures. Object Oriented Programming. Generic Containers.

1 Introduction
Triangular meshes constitute one of the fundamental rep-

resentations for geometrical objects in computer graphics
and geometric modeling. Although mesh–less models are
very popular in visualization, meshes represent in a unique,
local and explicit manner the underlying geometric space of
an object. This is the main reason why these representations
are omnipresent for finite element methods. For these ap-
plications and many others, the efficiency of the data struc-
ture is a crucial element. In particular, generation of meshes
from point data is a very active area of research, where ef-
ficient data structures as CHE can help in both clarity and
efficiency.

Nowadays, many geometric modeling and scientific visu-
alization systems commonly have to deal with huge mod-
els. Several data structures and algorithm have been pro-
posed to visualize and manipulate triangular meshes. How-
ever, such structures consume considerable memory, requir-
ing high scalability to handle large models without losing
performance in memory access because of thrashing.

Contributions. This work introduces a scalable topological
data structure for manifold triangular meshes called Com-
pact Half–Edge (CHE). This data structure is an improve-
ment for the Handle–Edge data structure [13] and extends
the Corner–Table data structure [18]. The main advantages
of CHE are threefold. First, it is scalable, since it is able
to change the use of memory to improve execution time.
The amount of information stored on the data structure can
adapt to a specific application or model. Second, it requires
very few memory, since it substitutes pointers by container
of integers and basic bitwise rules. Moreover, it is very easy
to implement and use. And last, its API using class inheri-
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tance and virtual instantiation enables a unique interface of
the same functions for every scale.

Paper outline. Section 2 Combinatorial structures for geomet-
rical objects introduces some basic concepts of combinatorial
structure. Section 3 Previous and related works reviews some
related works. Section 4 The CHE Data Structure presents the
CHE data structure, while section 5 Operations on the CHE for
each level studies the complexity of the basic operations on
the CHE. Section 6 Memory Comparisons compares CHE to
some of the related works.

2 Combinatorial structures for geometrical ob-
jects
This section introduces the basic concepts that will be

modeled by our data structure. For more details on the fol-
lowing definitions, see [1].

Simplices. A simplex σp of dimension p is the closed con-
vex hull of p+1 points {v0, . . . , vp}, vi ∈ Rm, in general po-
sition, i.e., when the vectors v1−v0, v2−v0, . . . , vp−v0 are
linearly independent. For example, simplices of dimensions
2, 1 and 0 are, respectively, triangles, edges and vertices. The
points v0, . . . , vp are called the vertices of σ. A face of σ is
the convex hull of some but not all of the vertices of σ and
therefore is also a simplex. If σ is a face of a simplex τ then
τ is said to be incident to σ and τ bounds σ. The boundary
of a p–simplex σ, denoted by ∂σ, is the collection of all of
its faces.

Simplicial Complex. Two k–simplices σ and ρ ∈ K are
adjacent when σ ∩ ρ 6= ∅, and independent otherwise. A
simplicial complex K is a finite set of simplices together with
all their faces such that if σ and τ are simplices of K, then
they either meet at a face λ, or are independent.
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Stars. The open star of a simplex σ ∈ K, is the union of
all simplices in K having σ as a face. The star of σ ∈ K,
denoted by star (σ,K), is the union of all simplices of the
open star together with all their faces (see Figure 1).

Manifolds. A simplicial complex M is a combinatorial k–
manifold if the open star of a vertex in M is homeomorphic
either toRk or toRk−1×R+. In particular, if M is a manifold,
then every (k−1)–simplex in M is bounding either one or two
k–simplex.

A combinatorial k–manifold is orientable when it is pos-
sible to choose a coherent orientation for all of its simplices,
where coherent means that two adjacent k–faces induce op-
posite orientations on their common (k−1)–face. From now
on, a k–manifold will always mean an oriented combinato-
rial k–manifold and we will denote by nk be the number of
k–simplices in M .

Boundary. The (k−1)–simplices of a combinatorial k–
manifold M that are incident to only one k–simplex are
called boundary simplices. All faces of a boundary simplex
are also called boundary simplices. The set of boundary sim-
plices forms the boundary of M and is denoted by ∂M . The
boundary of a combinatorial k–manifold is a combinatorial
(k−1)–manifold without boundary. The simplices that are
not on the boundary are called interior simplices.

Operations on manifolds. This works aims at defining
an optimized data structure for representing 2–manifolds
with or without boundary. According to [8], the necessary
operations on such data structures are the retrieval functions
Rpq (σ), which returns for a p–simplex σ the q–simplices τ
that bound common simplices.

For example R00 (v) returns all the vertices in the star of
v. More generally, when p < q, Rpq (σ) consists of the set of
q–simplices in star (σ). When p > q, Rpq (σ) consists of the
set of q–simplices that are faces of σ. Finally, when p = q,
Rpq (σ) consists of the set of q–simplices τ such that σ and
τ are both faces of a common simplex of M . All the data
structures described in the next section implement part or all
of the Rpq relations, each with a different trade–off between
memory consumption and execution time.

Figure 1: The star (in yellow) and the link (in blue) of an inner
vertex v.

3 Previous and related works
Data structures for surfaces. Since Baumgart’s Winged–
Edge data structure [2] for representing solids in R3, sev-
eral modifications have been proposed in order to extend the
range of objects to be modeled. Among those, Braid [3] in-
troduced the concept of loop and Mäntylä [14] defined the
Half–Edge data structure. Guibas and Stolfi [9] proposed a
generalization to include non–orientable 2–manifolds imple-
mented as the Quad–Edge data structure. Lopes [12, 6] de-
fined the Handle–Edge, a new data structure that represents
explicitly the boundary of a combinatorial surface, which al-
lows a direct description of its topology at each operation.
Rossignac et al. [18] proposed a very concise version of the
half–edge data structure, called Corner–Table, which only
uses two array of integers and a set of rules to represent trian-
gular surfaces. A first scalable data structure for 2–manifold,
name Direct–Edges was proposed by Campagna et al. in [5].

Cell representation. According to Brisson [4], among all
the above cited dimension–independent data structures, only
the Quad–Edge and the Facet–Edge do not explicit repre-
sents each cell, while the Winged–Edge, the Half–Edge, the
Handle–Edge are examples of data structures with explicit
representation of cells. Another widely used dimension–
independent explicit representation is the Indexed data struc-
ture with adjacencies proposed by Paoluzzi et al. [15].

Non–manifold data structures. Traditional non–manifold
models usually results from Boolean operations. Weiler [19]
was the first to propose a non–manifold data structure, called
Radial–Edge. After that, several modifications have been
suggested to deal with specific applications. Some substan-
tial contributions to non–manifolds representation include
the works of Wu [20, 21], Yamaguchi and Kimura [22], Gur-
soz [10], Rossignac and O’Connor [17], Cavalcanti et al. [7],
and Lee and Lee [11]. More recently, de Floriani and Hui [8]
presented a very concise data structure for non–manifold ma-
nipulation, called NMIA, which is an extension of the In-
dexed data structure with adjacencies, and Pesco et al. pro-
posed the Handle–Cell [16], which is an extension of the
Handle–Edge, to deal with general 2–dimensional cell com-
plexes. All the above structures represent the cells explicitly.

The CHE proposal. The CHE data structure has been
created to represent 2–manifolds. It extends the Corner–
Table [18] by its scalability and at the same time can be
considered a concise version of the Handle–Edge [13]. It
uses generic containers instead of pointers or static arrays.
Similarly to the Corner–Table, it explicitly represents a few
adjacencies and incidence relations between cells and uses a
set of rules to obtain the others. However, CHE has a very
different and important characteristic that is its scalability,
since it can change in size according to the application.

4 The CHE Data Structure
The objective of this section is to introduce the CHE

data structure for the representation of 2–dimensional mani-
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folds with or without boundary. There are actually four lev-
els of structures, each one completing the previous in order
to accelerate the execution time, but consuming a little more
memory at each step. Those levels are implicit to the pro-
grammer by virtual inheritance: a C++ feature that avoids
the programmer to care about which structure level he is us-
ing. The compiler simply generates at the beginning of each
function a piece of code like:

Operation Rpq (σ) at level i;
if has level i+1 then

RETURN Operation Rpq (σ) at level i+1;
end if
(. . . )
This section describes the four levels of the CHE data

structure, with their construction from the first level. The
next section will describe the main operations on each of
those levels.

(a) Level 0: representing triangles by the Vertex con-
tainer

The CHE uses the concept of half–edge (see Figure 2)
to represent the association of a triangle with one of its
bounding edges, or equivalently the association of this edge
with its apex. Any access to the elements of a triangle is
performed through its half–edges. The level 0 if the CHE
represents only the triangle soup (see Figure 3) by storing
the apex of each half–edge.

Figure 2: Two half–edges associated to the same edge.

In the CHE data structure, the half–edges, the vertices
and the triangles are indexed by non–negative integers. Each
triangle is represented by 3 consecutive half–edges that de-
fine its orientation. For example, half–edges 0, 1 and 2 cor-
respond to the first triangle, the half–edges 3, 4 and 5 corre-
spond to the second triangle and so on. . .

Vertex geometry. The representation of the mesh geometry
is done by the use of a container, named G[], that stores the
geometry (coordinates, normals,. . . ) of the n0 vertices in M .
For example, the geometry of a vertex with index Vid v is
obtained by accessing G[v].

Half–Edges’ rules. A half–edge with index HEid he is as-
sociated with the triangle of index bhe/3c. Therefore, the in-
dexes of the three half–edges that belong to the triangle with
index Tid t are 3t, 3t + 1, and 3t + 2. The next and previous

half–edges of a given half–edge HEid he on triangle bhe/3c
can be obtained by the use of the following rules (Figure 4):

nexthe (he) := 3bhe/3c+ (he + 1)%3,
prevhe (he) := 3bhe/3c+ (he + 2)%3.

The Vertex container. The association of each half-
edgeHEid he to its apex is stored in a container of integers,
named the Vertex container and denoted by V[]. The inte-
ger v = V[he] is the index of the apex of half-edge he (see
Figure 5). The size of V[] is 3n2, and each entry of V[] varies
from 0 to n0 − 1.

(b) Level 1: representing the adjacencies among trian-
gles through the Opposite container

Level 1 of the CHE adds to the level 0 (Figure 3) infor-
mation on the neighbor of each triangle (Figure 6). Since M
is a 2–manifold, each half–edge is incident to one or two tri-
angles. In order to explicitly represent the adjacency relation
of two triangles, the CHE uses another container of integers,
named the Opposite container, denoted by O[]. The edge–
adjacency between neighboring triangles is represented by
associating to each half–edge HEid he its opposite half–edge
O[he] (Figure 7), which has the same vertices but opposite
orientation. If the half–edge he is on the boundary, then it
doesn’t have an opposite, which is encoded by O[he] = −1.
Thus, the value of O[he] allows to directly checking whether
a half–edge he is on the boundary or not. The size of O[] is
3n2, and each entry of O[] varies from −1 to n2 − 1. Algo-
rithm 1 shows how to efficiently construct the O[] container
from the V[] container. This algorithm uses maps, which is a
simple associative container.

(c) Level 2: representing the cells explicitly

The Edge map. Incidence relations on edges are essential
in many applications such as simplification and subdivision
algorithms. An edge is identified by its half–edge of lower
index. The edges can be explicitly represented by a map
EH , mapping an edge identifier to the index of one of its
incident half–edges, and eventually to its attributes such as
color, collapse cost. . . The map EH has n1 entries, which
can be allocated in O(n1log(n1)).

Figure 3: CHE level 0.
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Figure 4: Next and previous half–edges.

Figure 5: Insides of half-edges and vertices.

The extra Vertex container. To compute simple geometry
operators such as derivation, it is necessary to obtain the
vertex star efficiently. Therefore, it is useful to store an extra
container of integers VH that for each vertex v stores an
index of a half–edge incident to vertex v. In the case the
vertex is on the boundary, the stored half–edge should be
a boundary one. Such container has size O(n0) and can be
constructed in time O(n2).

(d) Level 3: representing the boundary through a Half–
Edge List

The boundary of a combinatorial 2–manifold is a set of
combinatorial 1–manifolds without boundary. [13] pointed
out the importance of having efficient boundary cells manip-
ulation for building and unbuilding manifolds. Moreover, ad-
vancing front triangulations is a very significant application
that needs an explicit representation of the boundary. In the

Figure 6: CHE level 1.

Algorithm 1 Opposite container construction
1: O[i]← −1 // Inits the container
2: map{Vid × Vid → HEid} adjacency
3: for HEid he ∈ {0 . . . 3n2 − 1} do
4: // Gets the vertices pair of he

v0 ← V[prevhe (he)] ; v1 ← V[nexthe (he)] ;
v2 ← sort (v0, v1)

5: if adjacency.find
(
v2

)
then

6: O[he]← adjacency
[
v2

]
7: O[O[he]]← he // Found opposite half–edge
8: adjacency.erase

(
v2

)
9: else // Temporarily stores half–edge

10: adjacency
[
v2

]← he
11: end if
12: end for

CHE such representation is done by storing for each bound-
ary curve C an identifier (half–edge) of an edge of C. The
boundary curve can then be traversed by the star operations
on the triangulation.

5 Operations on the CHE for each level
This section discusses the computational performance of

some Rpq relations at all levels of the CHE.

(a) R0∗: the vertex star

The vertex star is essential in particular to volume model-
ing. The CHE answers relations R0∗ in time O(n2) at level
0, since the function has to transverse all the V[] container.
At level 1, the V[] container is traversed until one half–edge
incident to the input vertex is found, after that the vertex star
is obtained in time O(deg(v)) by the use of the O[] and the
rules described above. Thus, the worst case at level 1 has
complexity O(n2), but it is in average deg(v) times faster
than for level 0. Finally, at level 2 and 3 the complexity of
finding the star of a vertex v is reduced to O(deg(v)), since
VH directly stores the starting half–edge to traverse the ver-
tex star.

(b) R1∗: the edge star

Obtaining the edge star is simpler than the vertex star.
Since an edge is identified by one of its half–edges he, we
can get its vertices directly by v0 = V[nexthe (he)] and

Figure 7: Opposite of a half-edge.
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v1 = V[prevhe (he)], answering R10 in constant time at any
level. At level 0, to answer R11 and R12 the methods have
to transverse all the V[] container to find the opposite half–
edge if any, therefore the time complexity is O(n2) for both
relations. At level 1 and above, the complexity is reduced
to O(1), since the edge is identified by one of its incident
half–edges and the O[] container gives the other one directly.

(c) R2∗: triangle incidence and adjacency

All the incidences of a triangle are answered in constant
time at all levels of the CHE, except at level 0 where the
query for adjacent triangles, R22, is answered in O(n2). At
level 1, 2 and 3 by the use of the O[] container, the query is
obtained in O(1) time.

6 Memory Comparisons

memory consumption
Handle–Edge 204n0

Corner–Table 52n0

Directed–Edges Small 48n0

Directed–Edges Medium 72n0

Directed–Edges Full 120n0

CHE Nvel 0 24n0

CHE Nvel 1 48n0

CHE Nvel 2 112n0

CHE Nvel 3 112n0

Table 1: Memory complexity for topology, compared with classical
data structures.

All data structures described in section 3 Previous and re-
lated works provide different trade–offs between memory us-
age and time complexity of basic operations such as identi-
fying a simplex, accessing its vertices, computing its stars.
When handling huge amount of data, a programmer has al-
ways to balance the memory consumption with the time
complexity. We compared CHE with different structures for
2–manifolds (see table 1). In a real context, the structure can
be adapted in three complementary ways. First, the program-
mer can choose to use a specific level for the whole program.
Second, a set of rules can be defined to decide dynamically
which level offers the best memory consumption / execution
time trade–off. Last, the whole structure can be first reserved,
dynamically filled each time a query is performed and com-
pleted when filled more than a given ratio.

7 Conclusions and Future Works
The main contribution of this paper is an introduction

of an efficient data structure for 2–manifold representation,
called CHE. The CHE is straightforward to use, concise and
easy to implement. Moreover, it can adapt its size according
to its necessity by the use of inheritance. The use of contain-
ers makes the CHE implementation clear and general.

The authors plan to extend the CHE in order to consider
non-manifolds. In that case, the scalable level structure of

CHE is used again by adding one level to deal with 2-
complexes with singular vertices, and another one to deal
with singular edges. This extension is straightforward in both
cases, replacing the map containers used in CHE by multi-
maps.
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